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Our bold 10-year vision
Certitude is London’s leading adult social care provider,
supporting over 1,800 people across 17 London boroughs
with learning disabilities, autism and mental health
support needs.
We support people to develop new skills, meet new people and live the life they want – so they
can bring their own unique brilliance to the world. We all experience the world in different ways.
We all have our own hopes and dreams, goals and ambitions. We believe there is strength in this
diversity – and nowhere is that more evident than in London.
Over the next 10 years we aim to become the provider, employer, and strategic partner of choice
in the local communities where we work.
We are an organisation that plans big, but values being local. Planning big is in our DNA. It’s how
we develop our best ideas, set our ambitions and inspire ourselves to action. Being local is how
we ensure that our strategic effort, investment and organisational design are focused on great
support, designed alongside individuals, families and communities.
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Foreword
Certitude has provided
mental health support
to Londoners for over
30 years.
Over the last two years, the impact of the

A fundamental part of our mental health

pandemic has heightened the need for support

support is the power of people designing,

– from someone to talk to, to somewhere to

leading, and delivering on what good

live where support is on hand 24 hours a day.

support looks and feels like. Solidarity in a
Crisis has led the way in demonstrating the

For all of us, life has become more

impact of peer-led support and we have

complicated and at times more difficult. Two

expanded this approach to where we provide

years of living in lockdown has exacerbated

accommodation-based support.

people’s mental health and we have
experienced more demand for our mental

At a system level, our work as equal partners with

health support than ever before.

the NHS, other providers and people themselves
through the Lambeth Living Well Alliance has

Our support is focused on enabling the

again shown the power of collaboration.

right support at the right time, with an
understanding that at different points in life,

I am proud of the support detailed in this

people need differing levels of support to stay

Impact Report. With each of the support

well. We are committed to enabling people

offers, what is evidenced time and time again

to recover and live well within their own local

is the importance of looking beyond labels to

communities. By providing alternatives to

see the individual – and focusing on not what

hospital admissions, not only are we delivering

is wrong, but what is possible.

better outcomes for the person living in a
less restrictive setting, we are also delivering
financial and other efficiencies to the system
as a whole.

Aisling Duffy, Chief Executive at Certitude

“By providing alternatives to hospital admissions, not only are we
delivering better outcomes for the person living in a less restrictive
setting, we are also delivering financial and other efficiencies to the
system as a whole.”

The Power of Peer Support and Co-production
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from June 2021 to June 2022

Our community
alternatives to hospital
stays have saved the NHS
£2,350 per week 1

Short-term
intensive support
Community
rehabilitation
support
1

6

Approximate figure based on £450 per day average cost of an NHS hospital bed.
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We’ve worked in partnership with
Advocates
Care coordinators
Community groups
Education Providers
Employers
Families
GPs

Hospitals
Landlords
Legal teams
Local Authorities
Mental health teams
Neighbours
Peer Supporters

Police
Prison services
Psychiatrists
Psychologists
Social Workers
Voluntary groups

“Having been through my own mental health crisis I jumped at the
opportunity [to be a Peer Supporter]. I felt it would help me to gain more
confidence and prove to myself that I can support people who have been
through similar experiences to me. It’s a little bit easier if you’ve
been through something yourself, you’ve got more context. You
empathise and have great resources to help you tackle different issues.”
Sylvia – Peer Supporter, Solidarity in a Crisis

“I have always been a caring person, but this course has made me realise
that I also have to care about myself so that I can help others.”
Leo – student on Peer Mentor & Wellbeing Programme, Beyond Prison.

The Power of Peer Support and Co-production
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Solidarity in a Crisis
Solidarity in a Crisis (SiaC) offers peer-led support for people
experiencing a mental health crisis in Lambeth, Lewisham and
Southwark.
SiaC is co-designed and co-delivered by people with lived experience of mental
health or addiction support needs, and/or carers. These Peer Supporters help
prevent people from reaching crisis point and promote recovery and feelings of
belonging and hope to those in distress.

SiaC is made up of:

An out-of-hours
crisis helpline
Providing peer
support over the
phone for people
experiencing a mental
health crisis.

The Community
Team
Offering peer
support to
individuals via oneto-one sessions in
the local community.

The Harbour
Mental Health
Crisis Café 2
Providing a relaxed
setting at Lewisham
Hospital for people in
distress who need to
talk to someone faceto-face.

Support offered includes:
•
•
•
•
•

Non-judgemental emotional listening
Guidance towards appropriate professional support if necessary
Support to reduce feelings of isolation and distress
Support to promote feelings of belonging
Signposting to relevant services, other suitable organisations and resources

At the heart of the team’s message is that it is OK to speak out about suffering,
feeling lost and loneliness. Meeting in a casual setting in the community helps people
to open up and feel less like a ‘patient’ and more like a person who deserves to be
listened to.
2
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As of October 2022, Certitude will no longer provide support from The Harbour Mental Health Crisis Café.
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Crisis Line

Community Peer
Support
263

Support with:
• Suicidal thoughts
• Anxiety and depression

Support with:

• Alcohol and substance misuse

• Self-harm

• Signposting care and support

• Anxiety and depression

• Disability

• Alcohol and substance misuse

• Health

• Domestic abuse

• COVID-19

• Schizophrenia

• Financial difficulties

• Family

• Bereavement

• PTSD

• Friendships

• Agoraphobia

• Family

• LGBTQ issues

“We can handle the most
complex referrals by
demonstrating the peer
support model. By providing
a safe, non-judgemental space
via telephone or at people’s local
coffee shops, the team can help
many achieve their goals, or simply help
them feel that they are not on their own.”
Natalie, Deputy Manager
Solidarity in a Crisis

The Power of Peer Support and Co-production
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Our impactx

other goals that enhanced their self-esteem
and helped them connect with others. We

Kendrick’s story
by Lily, Peer Supporter

spoke about all of these things and more. I
supported Kendrick in their goal setting. Above
all else, I listened to what they had to say.

Names and some identifying details have been
changed to protect confidentiality.

The second time I spoke to Kendrick, that
can-do attitude was out in full force! They

I met Kendrick after they were referred to

had really leapt on the challenge of achieving

the Community Team by a care co-ordinator

their goals and put so many of the things

at the hospital. Kendrick was referred to

we talked about into action. It was a huge

SIAC following several suicide attempts,

transformation, and in all the emails, phone

polysubstance misuse, housing related issues

calls and texts between us since, Kendrick has

and gender identity issues.

been so excited about their plans.

Our first meeting was in a café. At first,

Kendrick has found somewhere lovely to live

Kendrick was incredibly shy and very wary

that’s perfect for them – in the area they

about talking to me, but just having someone

wanted to live and with great people. I saw

to listen and offer emotional support meant

them go from strength to strength after that,

that they started to relax and engage. It also

planning trips away with friends and meeting

helped being in the relaxed, neutral setting of

up with family members, which had been

the café in an area they were familiar with.

challenging in the past. Everything just came
on in leaps and bounds.

I noticed straightaway that this young person
was very astute with a can-do attitude. They

“I’m excited about going to university and

were smart with clear goals, and together

about having my own place. The house is

we began to create an action plan so that

beautiful with a bunch of great house mates.

Kendrick could see a way to achieve their

I’m all settled. The support I received was

goals and aspirations.

fabulous.”
Kendrick, supported by Solidarity in a Crisis

We listed their goals in order of priority, working
with the GROW model – a coaching model that

Kendrick has not only seen that it’s possible

Kendrick really liked. One of their top priorities

to achieve their goals but is consciously and

was to find somewhere to live. Kendrick had

passionately making them happen. They have

no permanent place to stay and needed

found a place to call home, attends a weekly

somewhere that suited their needs, was in an

drug and alcohol wellbeing workshop and

area that felt right for them, and was shared

started university this September to study Art.

with good people they could get along with.

I feel humbled that I was able to support
Kendrick to find their own way. I can’t wait

10

After that, Kendrick wanted to focus on

to hear all about what Kendrick’s been up to.

getting a place at university, as well as some

This is why I do this job.

www.certitude.london

Ellen’s story

by Sylvia, Peer Supporter

During our conversations, we often talked

Names and some identifying details have been

about the importance of community. Ellen was

changed to protect confidentiality.

able to reach out to neighbours to support her
with practical errands, which she said was so

During lockdown, the Community Team

important during lockdown, and she gradually

provided emotional listening and practical

felt less isolated.

support to people over the phone. Ellen
was referred to SiaC by her GP after feeling

Ellen now has additional bereavement support

extremely isolated during lockdown following

in place, feels more confident about getting

the loss of her husband. Ellen was offered six

to her hospital appointments and has sought

weeks of one-to-one peer support over the

help from her MP to tackle her issues with

telephone.

benefits.

During those first sessions, I focused on

“The most important thing was to get care

supporting Ellen to open up and express how

from the moment I lost my husband till now.

she was feeling. She was crying quite a lot

The support I got was very quick, constant,

so I listened, providing emotional support

and efficient through the toughest time in my

until she was able to have more detailed

life.”

conversations.

Ellen, supported by Solidarity in a Crisis

Over time, Ellen explained that she was

After our final peer support session, I noticed

anxious about travelling to her many

a huge difference compared to the start of our

hospital appointments during the pandemic

conversations. Not only was Ellen no longer

and about her benefits being cut. She felt

crying, but I felt a confidence and a sense of

so overwhelmed. When she was ready, I

hope from her that she can now move forward

signposted her to additional bereavement

with the support she has in place.

support and recommended advocacy to help
navigate her benefit difficulties.

The Power of Peer Support and Co-production
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Beyond Prison

28

Our Beyond Prison Peer Mentoring & Wellbeing Programme
provides non-clinical mental health intervention training to people
in prison.
Based on the principles of peer support
and ownership, the aim of the Beyond
Prison programme is to encourage
people to take responsibility for their
own mental health – and to support
others to do the same.
Beyond Prison worked in partnership
with Practice Plus Group to develop an
eight-module programme covering the
following topics:
•
•
•
•
•

Mental health & wellbeing awareness
Behavioural changes
Goal setting
Active listening
Confidentiality & boundaries

On successful completion of all
modules, students provide a short
presentation of their learning before
graduating at a formal ceremony.
So far this year, 28 male inmates at HMP
Brixton have taken the training and the
programme continues to expand.
The course is offered by the prison
as a first step into education and
some people go on to use their newly
acquired skills to volunteer as Peer
Mental Health statisitics for adults in prison

12
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Peer Mentoring
& Wellbeing
28

Mentors, providing support to their
fellow inmates.
As a result of this training, people are
better equipped to manage their own
mental health. In addition, many have
become Listeners, Carers, Health Care
Reps, Violence Reduction Reps, and/
or become voluntary Peer Supporters,
providing support to other inmates on
their wings.
The course has impressed prison
healthcare services and has recently
become mandatory for any inmates
who work as healthcare representatives
to ensure they are empathetic,
compassionate and professional when
carrying out their duties.

Our impactx
Mark’s Story

I found the workbook and content of the

Names and some identifying details

course useful, especially around personal

have been changed to protect

boundaries. The task to think about the times

confidentiality.

I have said ‘yes’, when it was really a ‘no’ got
me thinking as an ex-liar.

I’m 36 and have done roughly seven years in
and out of prison. I have been a liar for 30

SMART goalsetting, the different stages of

years; it’s a vicious cycle.

change, and the thought cycle all added to my
mental toolbox. The course helped me to start

I did the Peer Mentoring & Wellbeing

feeling comfortable speaking in groups and to

Programme because my Healthcare Rep job

understand that storytelling is a natural talent.

required it but on the programme I found
something that could help me put the last few

I am a charitable person and I know I can

pieces of my life puzzle together.

make a positive impact in the mental health
scene. I would like to create a new workbook
on mental health and lying and the team have
provided guidance with that.
I went to a very dark place before and during
the course, but the facilitators gave me the
strength to carry on. They always had time
to listen, help and develop ideas. They have
changed my life.
There will be hurdles but I have a strong
mental toolbox to help me through.

“Discussing myself and my emotions in the group helped
me make a breakthrough in accepting myself.”
Mark, person supported by Beyond Prison

The Power of Peer Support and Co-production
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Leo’s Story

The course facilitator was very welcoming,

Names and some identifying details

positive and tough, but fair. I am a changed

have been changed to protect

man after completing the programme.

confidentiality.
After my release I am now planning to use the
From nine years old, I was stealing from

skills I have gained from the programme to

supermarkets and by the age of 11 was

help young adults to avoid taking the wrong

smoking my Dad’s weed with my mates. At

path, like I did. I would like to pass on the

the age of 14, I started committing more

lessons that I have learned. I am motivated

serious crimes, including burglaries and by 16

and optimistic about my future.

I was in prison. I am now 40 years old and
have spent 13 years in prison altogether. I

I have learnt a lot from the modules – many

realised I needed to change.

skills to help me in life and how to respect
people’s thoughts, emotions and problems.

At first, I was sceptical about the Peer
Mentoring & Wellbeing Programme but after a
couple of sessions, I knew what it was doing
for me.

“I have always been a caring person, but this course
has made me realise that I have to care about myself
so that I can help others.”
Leo, person supported by Beyond Prison
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Short-term intensive support
As part of the Lambeth Living Well Alliance, The Tree House offers
short stay supported living for people during their recovery following
an inpatient stay at hospital.
Working in close partnership with the
local mental health teams and primary
health services, the focus at The
Treehouse is on the person’s individual
needs, supporting that person’s plans
for independence and community
connectivity. The Tree House enables
people to come safely out of hospital
sooner than they might have otherwise.
The Tree House has brought a new
way of working to the “traditional”
supported living model, where
individuals are provided with emotional
support, as well as practical daily living
support. The Tree House team uses
Solution Focused Therapy as a core
model; people are supported to identify
which coping mechanisms work for
their recovery and how to utilise these
to manage their own mental health.
Feedback from people supported at
The Tree House suggests this way
of working has improved their selfconfidence when faced with situations
that challenge them. It encourages
people to take ownership in their
recovery and relapse-prevention plans.
Co-production is the key to the success
of The Tree House. Upon arrival, each
person develops a quality-of-life plan
that describes the areas of support they
want and need, and exactly how the
team will support them in those areas.

This person-centered approach means
the focus stays on what that individual
wants to achieve.
During their stay, the team continues
to work with the person to gather
ideas, suggestions and feedback. This
means that everybody who stays at The
Tree House has individualised support
packages that are tailored to their
specific needs and wishes.
As The Tree House works in
collaboration with community mental
health teams, housing officers, clinical
teams and health and social care
teams, any barriers to people’s progress
in their goals can be addressed quickly
and efficiently. Collaborative working
with care coordinators at the hospital
is crucial so that the person supported
understands the nature of the support
on offer at The Treehouse.
Family involvement is also important;
where possible, families are encouraged
to visit their loved ones at The Tree
House, with a focus on open channels
of communication.
Once people have moved on, they
continue to engage with support
teams in their community. It is also
common for people to visit The Tree
House for extra support for weeks, and
sometimes months, after they have left.
The Power of Peer Support and Co-production
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“Co-production
is the key to the
success of The Tree
House. Upon arrival,
each person develops
a quality-of-life plan
that describes the
areas of support they
want and need, and
exactly how the team
will support them in
those areas.”

16
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Short-term
intensive support
28
Support with:
• Independent living
• Anxiety and depression
• Accommodation
• Abuse
• Mental health breakdown
• Antisocial behavior
• Self-harming
• Suicidal thoughts
• Alcohol and substance misuse
• Schizophrenia
• Family

Our impactx
Sarah’s Story

After a month of staying at The Tree House,

Names and some identifying details

Sarah met a friend and begun spending

have been changed to protect

weekends socialising at her house. During this

confidentiality.

time, the team at The Treehouse continued to
check on her wellbeing, and it was noticeable

When Sarah, 25, moved to The Tree House,

that her general outlook on life was improved.

she was initially very reserved. She came

During her stay at The Tree House, Sarah

with a complex diagnosis and a history of

became calm, relaxed and independent.

self-harming, suicide attempts and drug use.
She had experienced sexual and financial

Sarah has since returned to her own home to

exploitation, harassment and abuse. In

continue to rebuild her life.

addition, her boyfriend died by suicide,
which naturally had an impact on her mental
health. Following an ongoing dispute with her
neighbour, at the time of her referral Sarah
was on bail and due to appear in court for an
alleged assault.
As she felt more and more at home, Sarah
began to engage with people at The Tree
House. With the support of the team, she
began taking her medication consistently, and
attending monthly meetings with the mental
health team. A huge breakthrough came when
Sarah talked to the local police regarding her
sexual assault.

“Despite the adversities in her life, with support, Sarah
managed to overcome her struggles and build on her
strength and courage to regain her independence.”
Nelson, Deputy Manager, The Tree House

The Power of Peer Support and Co-production
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Mo’s Story
Names and some identifying details

During his stay, Mo said that he wanted

have been changed to protect

to go back to work, and his key worker

confidentiality.

supported him to write his CV and enrol on
an apprenticeship training course. Mo also

When Mo, 25, first arrived at The Tree House,

showed an interest in attending social events

he would spend most of the day in his room,

and, with support from an outreach worker,

only coming out to have his daily medication

went to a local club in Brixton.

and ordering food online to avoid preparing
meals with others in the communal kitchen.

Mo’s personal care also improved and he
began to show an interest in cooking.

Mo came to The Tree House with a diagnosis

He started to prepare meals that had a

of paranoid schizophrenia and frequently

connection with his cultural background, and

expressed delusional thoughts. The team

other foods that he had never tried before.

begun by encouraging Mo to talk with them
whenever he felt anxious – whether that be the

As well as enjoying a new interest, Mo also

middle of the day or the middle of the night.

found that this helped him to budget more
effectively. When he first cooked lasagne from

Quite by chance, Mo’s key worker at The Tree

scratch, he was so pleased he vowed to cook

House was originally from Ghana, where Mo

more regularly.

was born. This comforted Mo and he enjoyed
reconnecting with his cultural roots.

“During his time at The Tree House, Mo went from
being withdrawn to being more energetic and engaged.
He became more confident and comfortable with
reconnecting with people, until he eventually started to
reconnect with his family and his church.”
Nelson, Deputy Manager, The Tree House
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Community rehabilitation support
The Orchards started with a small, dedicated team in Croydon at
the start of the pandemic, joining Certitude’s pioneering shortstay supported living accommodation offer. The Orchards provides
people experiencing mental ill health with an alternative to hospital.
Some people have mental ill health
related to issues such as homelessness
or drug use, making it very challenging
to move straight from hospital to living
independently.
The Orchards provides a communitybased alternative to hospital stays,
with support offered for up to three
months. This means the team have
time to ensure that individuals are fully
connected with their professional and
community support networks and, if
necessary, can advocate for people to
be allocated accommodation offering
some level of support.
This holistic approach gives people
the very best chance of moving
forward towards fully independent
living. It can include helping to
manage medicines, finding the right
accommodation, support with drug and
alcohol addiction, as well as organising
everyday activities that help people to
live full, happy lives.
As The Orchards accommodation is
designed to be a temporary, short-term
stay for people it requires a high level
of adaptability, energy and expertise
from the support team, and this was
especially true during the pandemic.
The team were quick to respond to the
growing number of people who needed

support with their recovery when
leaving hospital, working flexibly and
inclusively to improve each and every
person’s mental health.
The Orchards team have a spirit that
has an incredible impact on other
colleagues, hospital staff, communities
and, of course, people we support.
The team’s dedication and commitment
to the individual has not only led to
positive outcomes in the lives of the
people we support, but also gave
Certitude the opportunity to expand
our offer for the increasing number
of people who needed mental health
support at the peak of the COVID-19
pandemic.
We continue to work with the South
London and Maudsley NHS Foundation
to provide The Orchards support
offering, which now covers the London
Borough of Croydon, Southwark,
Lambeth and Lewisham.
The Power of Peer Support and Co-production
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Our impactx
Mr & Mrs C’s Story

Community
rehabilitation support

Names and some identifying details
have been changed to protect
confidentiality.

314

Mr and Mrs C were referred to The Orchards
at the height of the COVID-19 pandemic.

What changed for people?

During his assessment, Mr C said he was
happy with staying at the Orchards, but the
final decision would be made by his wife.
The Orchards is a shared living arrangement
and Mrs C expressed concern that the couple
wouldn’t be able to stay in a self-contained
flat together.
The team at The Orchards talked through Mrs
C’s concerns, who was happy that she would
be able to have meals and snacks with her
husband in the kitchen, as well as meet in the

“The team at the Orchards taught me how to

garden. Both agreed on the arrangement, and

manage my emotions. They would always say,

the couple moved into The Orchards.

‘let us have a chat about what happened’ and
there was always a cup of coffee. I love the

Before coming to The Orchards, Mrs C had

staff and their friendly support.”

instances of starting fires at the couple’s

Mrs C, person supported at The Orchards

previous home, and it was important for both
Mr and Mrs C to find somewhere to live safely

Mrs C spent 80 days at the Orchards without

and happily. The team supported Mrs C with

any fire incidents. Instead, she became The

daily one-to-one talking sessions, where she

Orchards’ very own energy saver, making sure

was able to open up about her feelings of

that all electrical sockets and light switches

anxiety and reflect on the consequences her

were switched off when not in use.

actions had on other people.

“The Orchards gave me an opportunity
to become closer to my wife. ”
20
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Mr. C, person supported at The Orchards

Ms G’s Story
Names and some identifying details have
been changed to protect confidentiality.
When Ms G was ready to be discharged from
hospital following a mental health crisis, she
felt unable to go back to her flat. Ms G had
a belief that she was being monitored by her
neighbour using hidden CCTV.
Ms G agreed to come and stay at The
Orchards, where, in collaboration with the
team and a psychologist, she developed a
plan for moving forward. As part of this,

Ms G made progress towards her goals

she created a ‘coping card’ to use whenever

during her stay at The Orchards. The team

she was anxious about someone watching

supported her to practise using her ‘coping

or monitoring her. On the card, Ms G wrote

card’ whenever she needed it and after a few

statements such as: “This is just the way I

weeks, Ms G agreed that she was ready to go

am feeling right now, but it will fizzle out in a

back home.

while” and: “It’s my anxiety and will pass.”

“I would have lost my beautiful flat.
Initially, I didn’t care, but staff helped me
understand the implications. Now I am home.
The staff have also connected me to the Police Safer
Neighbourhood Team in my area and the Crisis Team.”
Ms G, person supported at The Orchards

The Power of Peer Support and Co-production
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Next steps
Over the next three years,
we have plans to expand
our mental health support
offers, with co-production
and peer-led support at
the heart of our work.

are ambitious for the people we support and
the communities we work within. Our people,
systems and processes are agile, proactive
and can flex. We are trusted to deliver
transformation efficiently and effectively.

As the provider of choice, our mental

To find out more about the support Certitude

health support enables people to live, work

can provide to people experiencing mental

and learn in places that they love. People

ill health, please contact Michelle Dyer,

and families contribute their lived expertise

New Business Manager, at

at all levels across all activities in Certitude,

mdyer@certitude.london

helping us to be better-designed, better-led,
smarter and more locally focused on what
matters most.
As the employer of choice, our mental
health support is provided by people who are
developed and encouraged to be their best
selves. Colleagues have the tools and skills
to focus efforts on improving our ability to
support people and their families to live
great lives.
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As the strategic partner of choice, we

www.certitude.london
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